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ABOUT STRAW APPLIQUÉ

Straw Appliqué is straw (hay, corn, wheat) split and flattened; the soft inner pith is scraped off, resulting in very thin pieces of golden straw. Straw is cut, one piece at a time, and glued to wood and sprayed with varnish.

During the 1700s in many of the northern New Mexico villages, gold was a precious commodity and its use on crosses for worship was impractical. The necessity to have crosses and other decorated items that had the look of gold caused the early Hispanics to “invent” a process that adhered straw to wood. One technique was straw inlay or appliqué and another was encrusted straw [1]. It has been referred to as poor man’s gold.

Some pieces are devotional and others have impressions of Rio Grande / Chimayo-style Textiles. The eight-pointed star pattern began to appear in Rio Grande weavings in the mid to late 1800s. The five star placement features one star in each corner and one large star in the center. In the Hispanic weaving tradition, these unique and vibrant weavings became known as the “Vallero Star” or “Trampas-Vallero” blankets [2]. Della’s great-great grandmother Martina Montoya, from El Valle, NM (hence, the name “Vallero”) and her sisters were all involved in the weaving trade.
